
 

Racism in Antebellum Vermont

 

Neither Vermont’s constitutional 
prohibition of adult slavery nor Judge 
Theophilus Harrington’s famous 
application of that provision ever really 
precluded the Green Mountain State 
from those expressions of racism 
that existed all over New England 
and beyond.

By

 

 John M. Lovejoy

 

wo historical events appear to have established Vermont’s re-
sponse to questions about slavery and the existence of racism
in the state. The first occurred in Windsor in July 1777, when

the Vermont Constitution was adopted. It was the first state constitution
to declare adult slavery unlawful within its borders. The second event took
place in Middlebury at the Addison County Court House in June 1804,
when the Honorable Theophilus Harrington, junior member of the three-
judge Supreme Court panel, speaking for the court, declared that slave
ownership in Vermont could only be proved by the production in evi-
dence of a bill of sale for the slave signed by Almighty God, Himself.
The court’s practical application of the law prohibiting slavery set for-
ever the height of the “bar” over which challengers would have to jump.
From that day forward no jumpers applied.

The original thirteen colonies had a substantial accumulation of laws
on their books, as well as spoken and unspoken codes, relating to ne-
groes, mulattos, and Indians and, in several instances, to slavery itself.
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Vermont patterned a substantial portion of its constitution after that of
Pennsylvania.
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 However, because Vermont lawmakers were relatively
unburdened by an existing legal history and its accompanying tapestry
of laws, codes, and precedent-setting opinions, the drafting of the Ver-
mont Constitution was a simpler process than in most of the other states.
Lacking a general, experiential historic base, and possessing a negli-
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gible black population, Vermont’s “outlawing” of adult slavery came eas-
ily and, viewed in context, may have been regarded by lawmakers as an
inevitable, relatively simple move. In a similar vein, it is significant to
the history of Vermont to recognize that as the first new state voted to
join the Republic, it had no hand in drafting the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, the Articles of Confederation, the federal Constitution, or the
Bill of Rights. Only after admittance as a state did Vermont begin to
have input into the legislative aspects of nation building.

It is important to recognize that neither the constitutional prohibition
of adult slavery nor Judge Harrington’s famous application of that pro-
vision ever really precluded the Green Mountain State from those ex-
pressions of racism that existed all over New England and beyond. This
paper examines some of the realities of racism, and looks at several bla-
tant examples of racial prejudice that occurred in antebellum Vermont.
J. Kevin Graffagnino’s admonition in his 1977 article “Vermont Atti-
tudes Toward Slavery: The Need For A Closer Look,” turns out to be re-
markably prescient.
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Notes on Natural Sciences and the Word “Nigger”

 

Antebellum natural science studies in Vermont resembled similar
studies in other states of the new nation. Anthropology was in its in-
fancy. The prevailing nineteenth-century concept of man tended to per-
petuate variations on the single theme of permanent racial inferiority:
“science became an instrument which ‘verified’ the presumptive inferi-
ority of the Negro.”
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The ideas of three men contributed most to Americans’ antebellum
justification for Negro inferiority: Carl von Linnaeus (Swedish, 1707–
1778), Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (German, 1752–1840), and the
Reverend Dr. Samuel Stanhope Smith (American, 1751–1819). Their
theories, dressed in a broad array of factual finery, were either directly or
indirectly part of the natural science curriculum at Middlebury College,
the University of Vermont, Norwich University, and Dartmouth College.
The intellectual basis of racism in Vermont was thus equivalent to the
climate in the rest of America. As William Lee Miller explained in his
recent book 

 

Arguing About Slavery,

 

 to fathom the degree of nationwide
racism in the antebellum period one should “extrapolate backward from
today’s worst white attitudes, and multiply by a large number.”
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One clear indication of the conviction among whites of the inferiority
of blacks is the widespread use of the word “nigger.” By the early nine-
teenth century, and probably earlier, most uses of this word by whites
were considered derisive, particularly when expressed “with dismiss-
ive, abusive, or contemptuous force.”
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 William Faux, in 

 

Memorable
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Days in America,

 

 observed while in Boston in February of 1819 that
“contempt of poor blacks, or niggers, as they are called, seems the na-
tional sin of America.”
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 In perhaps the definitive work on the use of the
word “nigger” in the antebellum period, published in Boston in 1837,
Hosea Eaton wrote: “Negro or nigger, is an approbrious [

 

sic

 

] term, em-
ployed to impose contempt upon them as an inferior race, and also to
express their deformity of person. Nigger lips, nigger shins, and nigger
heels, are phrases universally common among the juvenile class of soci-
ety, and full well understood by them.”
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Lydia Maria Child, a leading light and literary genius in the Boston
Female Anti-Slavery Society, wrote in 1836 that “if a person of refinement
from Hayti, Brazil, or other countries, which we deem less enlightened
than our own, should visit us, the very boys of this republic would dog
his footsteps with the vulgar outcry of ‘Nigger! Nigger!’ I have known
this to be done, from no other provocation than the sight of a colored
man with the dress and deportment of a gentleman.”
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 Beyond the
words, reflecting white society’s general opinion of the free colored
population in the major cities of the North, including Boston, one could
find “cuts and placards descriptive of the negroe’s deformity . . . every-
where displayed to the observation of the young. . . . Many of the popu-
lar book stores, in commercial towns and cities, have their show-
windows lined with them. The barrooms of the most popular public
houses in the country, sometimes have their ceiling literally covered
with them.”
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 Indeed, such racial stereotyping was widespread in the
antebellum North.

Vermonters were not exempt from this kind of stereotyping and in-
vective. Correspondence among educated and prominent citizens fre-
quently exhibited racist attitudes and the epithet “nigger.” For example,
on April 2, 1837, Charles B. Fletcher (1818–1852), son of Vermont Con-
gressman Isaac Fletcher, wrote from Charleston, South Carolina to Henry
Stevens, Sr., the founder of the Vermont Historical Society, and reported
that the “niggers” in the South were not nearly as bad off as Vermonters
had been led to believe.
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 Another example is the use of the phrases
“nigger” and “nigger business” in letters between Democrat newspaper
publishers Robinson and Southmayd, co-owners of the Castleton 

 

Ver-
mont Statesman,

 

 and Charles G. Eastman, owner of Woodstock 

 

Spirit of
the Age,

 

 in a political context to disparage the Whig Party.
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Even more revealing, and somewhat shocking, are four letters from
George Gilpin Robinson to his brother Rowland Evans written between
1854 and 1859. These two men, sons of devout Quakers and prominent
Vermont abolitionists Rowland T. and Rachel Robinson, apparently
failed to absorb the enlightened attitudes about race promoted by their
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parents, for their correspondence contains many racial slurs. (For fur-
ther background on the Robinson family, see the articles in this issue by
Jane Williamson and Ronald Salomon.)
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 The first letter was written on
April 3, 1854 from Astoria, New York, where George was living with
his sister Ann for a short time, to Rowland, then at home in Ferrisburgh.
He sent word to his brother about a black servant named Sarah who
“went Saturday on a nigger cruise to Brooklyn with Niobe’s cook.”
This is an allusion to the Saturday afternoon ferry, crowded with Afri-
can Americans off from work and going to Brooklyn to shop.
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 The next
letter was written by George, now back in Ferrisburgh, on December
26, 1858 to Rowland, now living in Brooklyn, New York, referring to
black servants employed by the Robinsons. “Eliza is gone & Sarah has
stepped into her place—also Julia is gone—Clara is tending the baby,
so you see the Black Star is decidedly in the ascendant, whereby the
damned niggers are more than ever impressed with the idea that we
can’t keep house without them,—which, I presume, tends to make A
[Aaron ?] the more confident, as it looks as if the quarrel was only be-
tween him and the Greyhound company, the rest of the family being as
firm in the colored persuasion as ever.”
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In a letter to Rowland from Ferrisburgh on January 9, 1859, George
trotted out the race-based “smell” problem so long associated with
white criticism of blacks. “The rest of us are in usual health, except that
Sarah went home sick the other day,—so we are out of a maid. I sup-
pose the next move will be to get Mary Ann or Frances, unless by
chance they find one somewhere that can out stink even them.”
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 The
final letter of this set was written February 21, 1859, filling in Rowland
on the latest family toils and intrigues. “ . . . we have 

 

little

 

 Frances here
again. I think odor improves finally, for I can pass within four feet of
her without holding my breath. When she comes close to me at break-
fast, to deliver the buckwheat cakes it is decidedly refreshing. If
Mother’s nigger arrangements are as satisfactory to her as they are hid-
eous to me, they must afford her a great deal of comfort.”
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 An exami-
nation of the huge generation gap within this family of abolitionists is
beyond the scope of this paper; but it does demonstrate something of
the extent to which the derogatory and derisive term “nigger” had be-
come common currency in antebellum Vermont.

 

Notes on Colonization

 

Among the first responses to the growing awareness of a race prob-
lem in America was a movement to eliminate it by removing blacks
from North America. The American Colonization Society was founded
in 1816. Its early roster included James Madison, Andrew Jackson,
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Henry Clay, Daniel Webster, and Stephen Douglas, as well as many re-
ligious leaders and college presidents. Between 1816 and 1820 a num-
ber of state legislatures, including Vermont’s, went on record officially
supporting the American Colonization Society. Auxiliary societies
sprouted up in states north and south.
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 In both regions, the principle of
colonization was generally upheld as the most viable practical solution
to the problem of slavery, or, as the two newspaper editors quoted above
stated, “the nigger business.”
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The first state-level Colonization Society was created in Vermont. It
was established in 1818 at the State House in Montpelier, where a group
of private citizens held a meeting for that express purpose. The promi-
nence of the Vermont society’s membership paralleled that of the na-
tional society. Its roster of members contained a heavy mix of notable
politicians, including former Governors C. P. Van Ness, Ezra Butler, and
Jonas Galusha; former U.S. Senators Elijah Paine, Horatio Seymour,
and Samuel Prentiss; Congressman Herman Allen (in 1833, both Ben-
jamin Swift and William Slade were listed as delegates to the Society);
judges Abner Forbes and Titus Hutchinson; and financiers Thomas Em-
erson, Israel Dana, and William Palmer. The membership also included
a number of ministers from a variety of churches who, from the 1820s
to the mid-1850s, constituted roughly half of the Colonization Society’s
board of officers. Additionally, “a great majority of the colonization
groups were organized in local churches, such as the Baptist Society of
East Bethel, the Congregational Society of Montpelier, and the Meth-
odist Society at Pittsford.”
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The Vermont Colonization Society grew throughout the 1820s but
was slowed in the early 1830s by the activities of the Vermont Anti-
Slavery Society. The Anti-Slavery people, led by William Lloyd Garri-
son of Boston, who got his early start in Vermont (1828–1829) as editor
of the Bennington 

 

Journal of the Times,

 

 were more strident, fanatical as
many said, than the colonizationists, and called for the 

 

immediate

 

emancipation of all slaves.
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The colonizationists saw certain “evils” that were the direct result of
African slavery in the United States. Reverend J. K. Converse, pastor
of the First Congregational Church of Burlington, delivered a discourse
to the Vermont Colonization Society on October 17, 1832, in Mont-
pelier, in which he said that “slavery is now acknowledged by our ablest
politicians to be a heavy curse on the whole country . . . ruinous to
whites; it retards improvement; roots out an industrious population . . .
destroys all incentives to enterprise . . . and is followed by many decid-
edly immoral influences.” The root of the problem was the “evils, the
degradation, the cruelties, dangers and blighting political influences
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arising from the introduction of a colored population into the United
States.” Converse’s remedy for all these evils was the colonization
movement, which would, first, rescue the free colored population and
send them where they could be free and happy; second, “free this coun-
try from the unnumbered evils of colored population, and thus avert the
danger of dreadful collision between two 

 

castes

 

 which must inevitably
be objects of mutual jealousy to each other”; and third, send all free
blacks back to Africa, to “spread civilization and christianity through
the 100,000,000 who now people the continent.”
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 So firmly did the col-
onizationists believe that the two castes could not mix that it was a tru-
ism of theirs that, “let prejudice be dispelled and let our laws become as
favorable as they could wish, opening to the colored man all the ave-
nues of honor and hope, the disadvantages will still be felt.” Basically,
whites want white legislators, congressmen, preachers, judges, teachers,
physicians, etc., and not black ones.
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 These ideas, shared by coloniza-
tionists in Vermont and elsewhere in the nation, were pervasive,
strongly held, and, many believed, grounded in religion, science, and
the economics of the day.

The Vermont Anti-Slavery Society, organized in 1834 as a chapter of
the American Anti-Slavery Society, vehemently criticized the Vermont
Colonization Society. The argument between the two organizations was
the “immediatism” of the abolitionisits versus the “gradualism” of the col-
onizationists. Oliver Johnson of Middlebury, a board member of the
Vermont Anti-Slavery Society, spoke at the Society’s first annual meet-
ing on February 18, 1835, and outlined the organization’s fourteen ba-
sic criticisms of the Colonization Society; two are most relevant here.
The first was that the colonizationists were against immediate emanci-
pation; the second was that they denied “the power of the gospel to an-
nihilate prejudice, and blasphemously attribute those feelings of hostil-
ity to the people of color, which are the sin and disgrace of the country.”
The colonizationists, of course, denied all these charges.
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 Though both
organizations unequivocally disapproved of slavery, the Colonization
Society did not see immediatism as a workable solution. As to the abo-
litionists’ charge that the colonizationists were prejudiced toward
blacks, the gradualists replied that prejudice existed already, without
any help from them, and found as a simple matter of the human condi-
tion that whites were “violently prejudiced against the colored, and un-
willing to associate with them on terms of equality”.
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 The coloniza-
tionists believed themselves to be realists: Whites and blacks were
different, could not mix in society, and blacks should live among their
own, in Africa, in order to solve America’s slavery problem and at the
same time provide a balanced, harmonious life for themselves. Coloni-
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zationists in Vermont and throughout the Union were devoted to these
racist ideas.

 

Notes on Elections in Vermont

 

The national political scene presented Vermonters with a conundrum.
As opposed to slavery as most Vermonters purported to be, the national
candidates entered in the presidential elections offered them little choice
on the issue. Five of the first seven presidents were slaveholders (Washing-
ton, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Jackson), and the executive and judicial
branches at the highest levels of government were similarly permeated
with slaveholders, up into the 1840s.
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 These realities at the national level
posed a dilemma for the voters of Vermont, and the fact is that many Ver-
monters, not necessarily a majority but large numbers, voted for those
presidential candidates who were slaveholders (see Table 1). By their ac-
tions, these voters were gradualists on the slave issue, clearly picking can-
didates who wished to preserve the Union rather than risk its dissolution.

Historians of antebellum Vermont have paid attention to the anti-
slavery vehemence of William Slade, one of Vermont’s representatives
in Congress from 1832 to 1842. But it must be noted that Slade’s pas-

T

 

ABLE

 

 1 Vermont voters in presidential elections, 1828–1848

 

Year Candidate Party
No. of 
votes

 

1828 Andrew Jackson* Democratic-Republican 8,350
John Quincy Adams National-Republican 24,363

1832 Andrew Jackson* Democrat 7,865
William Wirt Anti-Masonic 13,112
Henry Clay National-Republican 11,161

1836 Martin Van Buren* Democrat 14,040
William Henry Harrison Whig 20,994

1840 William Henry Harrison* Whig 32,440
Martin Van Buren Democrat 18,006

1844 James Knox Polk* Democrat 18,041
Henry Clay Whig 26,770
James G. Birney Liberty  3,954

1848 Zachary Taylor* Whig 23,117
Martin Van Buren Free Soil 13,837

 

Lewis Cass

 

Democrat

 

10,943

 

* Indicates national winner
Source: 

 

Congressional Quarterly’s Guide to U.S. Elections

 

 (Washington, D.C.: Congres-
sional Quarterly, Inc., 1994), 429–432.
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sion on the slavery question increased over time, and early in his con-
gressional tenure he was a gradualist, like most Vermonters.
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 Origi-
nally a Colonization Society member, he shifted to the antislavery side,
and finally called publicly for the immediate emancipation of all slaves.
However, before Rep. Slade’s complete conversion in December 1835,
he delivered a speech from the well of the House notifying the member-
ship that “the abolition of slavery which I would advocate is a gradual
abolition. I believe the immediate and unqualified abolition of slavery
to be inconsistent with a just regard, both of the best interests of the
community, and the highest welfare of the slave. The philanthropy
which aims at such an abolition, whatever I may think of its purity, I
cannot commend for its intelligence or discretion . . . I would not, at
once, entirely emancipate him from the control of his master.” Slade’s
middle-of-the-road position at that time also included criticism of the
Anti-Slavery Society’s use of the U.S. mails to flood the major cities of
the South with incendiary publications and thus “to excite the passions
of the slave, and tempt him to force the bondage which is not for him to
break, but for others to unloose . . . I deplore [the abolitionists’] often
misdirected zeal, and deprecate the reaction it is calculated to pro-
duce.”
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 Captured in time, representing his constituency, or at least what
he believed to be the sentiment in Addison County, Rep. Slade took a
middle ground.

 

“Mobocracy”

 

Congressman Slade’s transition from gradual colonizationist to im-
mediate abolitionist coincided with a rising tide of racism in the coun-
try, which seems to have reached a peak in 1835; on September 5th of
that year the 

 

Niles’ Weekly Register

 

 reported that “

 

Society seems every-
where unhinged,

 

 and the demon of ‘blood and slaughter’ has been let
loose upon us! We have the 

 

slave

 

 question in many different forms.”
The editor observed that for the preceding week there were more than
500 reports in various newspapers from all the states detailing distur-
bances of one kind or another connected to the issue of slavery.
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 Some
referred to this state of affairs as “mobocracy.” New England had its
share of disturbances and Vermont was no exception. A discussion of
mobbing runs the risk of overemphasizing the number of people partic-
ipating. Most “mobs” were small. The mob incident in Boston on Octo-
ber 25, 1835, involving Garrison was loud and nasty, but comparatively
speaking, not very large.
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 Relatively few individuals in any given state
or any given town were interested in physically agitating the subject of
slavery. Still, Vermonters’ participation in antiabolition mobs indicates
the active presence in the state of a virulent form of racism.
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The town of Bradford hosted an itinerant abolitionist lecturer in late
September, 1835. As word of the impending lecture spread many
townsfolk objected. Word was passed to the lecturer not to proceed, as
his program “was against the wishes of the people of the village to have
the subject agitated.” But their entreaties fell on deaf ears and “with that
blind and bigoted obstinacy, which characterizes this class of modern
reformers, he refused to listen to good counsel and proceeded to lecture
to what few he could collect to hear.” Determined that this mouthpiece
of abolitionism, this advocate of disunion, should understand, and in
this case truly feel the real convictions of Bradford residents, a group of
people placed a fire pump at the doorstep of the hall and fired it at the lec-
turer inside. Initially undeterred he continued, even with his somewhat
sodden countenance on display, but when the old pump was replenished
and a second round of water applied to the fiery speaker and his small au-
dience, he withdrew. In the words of one newswriter, he realized that
“Vermonters understood, as well the art of putting out the torches of in-
cendiaries who would light up our country with flames of revolution,
as the brand of him who would set their dwellings in conflagration.”
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Much has been written about a similar, though far more dramatic, in-
cident that took place in Montpelier on October 23 and 24, 1835. The
focus of this mob activity was two speeches by the Connecticut-based
Unitarian minister Samuel J. May, a close associate of Garrison.
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 Writ-
ing some forty-two years after the incident, the 

 

Green Mountain Free-
man

 

 observed how difficult most people would find it to comprehend
“the extent and force of the hostility to the 

 

abolitionists

 

” in 1835. I
would observe that today, it is still difficult in this new millennium to
make sense out of the pervasiveness of that hostility. That a great ma-
jority of the leading citizens of Montpelier either stood by passively or
participated in disruptive activities as Rev. May’s right to free speech,
guaranteed under both the federal and the state constitutions, was snuffed
out, stands as an exemplar of the depth of feeling in the fall of 1835.
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Most of Montpelier’s citizens, in fact, did not take kindly to slavery.
However, they did not believe that this out-of-stater should be allowed a
platform to discuss his “Absurd Doctrine of Anti-Slavery.” They had no
desire to be arraigned and condemned by him as he spoke in a noncon-
ciliatory, aggressive manner, spinning out his incendiary and fanatical
doctrines. Their view was to ignore the First Amendment if necessary
and move Mr. May out of town. Rocks were thrown at the windows of
Representative’s Hall in the old Capitol Building where the first meeting
was held, and at the Old Brick Congregational Church where the second
meeting took place the next day. Eggs were lobbed, and intemperate shout-
ing from the audience electrified the air and caused disruptions. There were
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taunts of violence, and an annoying amount of foot thumping. Ultimately
Reverend May relented and left for his scheduled appearances in Burl-
ington, Middlebury, and Rutland, where he lectured to relatively small
crowds. He did run into problems at each stop, though none to compare
with the magnitude and vehemence of the disruptions in Montpelier.
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If nothing else, Rev. May’s late fall swing through Vermont energized
the Anti-Slavery Society and brought to the surface an undercurrent of
deep-seated racial tensions which Vermonters were not used to dealing
with, principally because of the absence of black people in the general
population. The logic of the Anti-Slavery Society’s stand, which many
Vermonters found fanatical and far too unrealistic and demanding, was
“We do not talk of 

 

gradual

 

 abolition, because as Christians, we find no
authority for the 

 

gradual relinquishment of sin.

 

 We say to slave-holders
repent now—today—immediately . . . break off your vice at once.” This
view drove the lecturers to make blistering attacks on the local churches’
religious integrity and even to attack the United States Constitution as a
flawed document because it allowed slavery to continue.
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 The didactic,
often rude stridency of the antislavery lectures offended many Vermont-
ers, especially in the 1830s when abolitionist momentum was just be-
ginning to build.

One of the very few cases in Vermont in which the mobocrats were
actually arrested and charged in court for their boisterous activities took
place in Newbury on November 19, 1835. The Rev. George Storrs, an agent
for the New Hampshire Anti-Slavery Society, was delivering an aboli-
tionist lecture at the Methodist Chapel. A number of men and boys gath-
ered in and outside the chapel making speeches, talking loudly about
maintaining the Constitution and the Union. Allegedly fueled by “the
power of GROG,” they attempted to stop the fanatical speaker and, in
effect, to abridge Storrs’s freedom of speech. They did their best to dis-
rupt the event, hollering, ringing the bell, breaking a panel on the front
door, and throwing brickbats. But Storrs prevailed, raising his voice
loudly when the occasion called for it.
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Soon after the citizens left the chapel, two local justices of the peace
arraigned three of the rioters and bound them over to the county court’s
December session. A trial eventually took place in June 1836, with Ver-
mont Supreme Court Justice Jacob Collamer presiding on circuit in
Chelsea. The jury found the defendants guilty of disrupting the Newbury
lecture and interfering with the free speech rights of Rev. Storrs, essen-
tially agreeing with Judge Collamer’s charge that no matter what is being
said at a meeting, “no man is to be allowed to break it up.” The judge pe-
nalized the defendants rather harshly, in part for taking up the court’s time,
by levying fines totalling $25.00 and cost of prosecution at $143.76.
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The riotous behavior of this mob was certainly approved by a portion
of Newbury’s citizenry, who shared the belief that the changes sought by
the Anti-Slavery Society were simply too radical for Vermonters to bear.
There was a real fear that antislavery policies would lead to the disunion of
the Republic. Moreover, the idea of eventual amalgamation between a white
and a “lesser” race was unsettling to mid-1830s Vermonters, as well as to
others in the New England states. This was the face of antebellum racism.

The Newbury incident bears out the prejudicial sentiments so keenly
demonstrated over and over again throughout New England, including
the Green Mountain State. Whether antiabolition sentiment was pre-
dominant throughout Vermont from the 1830s to the 1850s is hard to
tell with assurance. However, it is clear that demonstrations protesting
what the general public believed was the annoying agitation of the slave
question by overzealous speakers within and outside of the state did oc-
cur from time to time.

 

Lemuel Haynes and Frederick Douglass

 

The stories of the treatment received in Vermont by two prominent
free American blacks provide a final, telling illustration of the realities
of racism in the state during the antebellum period. The cases of Lemuel
Haynes and Frederick Douglass are separated in time by twenty-five
years and represent the actions of two different generations of Vermont-
ers. But the experiences of these two men suggest the extent to which
racial prejudice—and actions that can only be considered racist—remained
the bedrock of many Vermonters’ attitudes toward black Americans
throughout the first half of the nineteenth century.

The subtleties of Reverend Lemuel Haynes’s removal from the West
Rutland Congregational Church speak to the rising tide of racism in
Vermont in the early 1800s and beyond. It was said that the young men
of the neighboring parish used to taunt the Haynes’ own young parish-
ioners because they had a “colored preacher.” Their retort was that Rev.
Haynes’s soul was “all white! Snow white!”
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 As time went by over his
thirty-year ministry in West Rutland, the parishioners became increas-
ingly conscious that their pastor was indeed a mulatto, in other words
he was clearly not white and, as a preacher, an anomaly in Vermont and
in New England. Haynes’s years of stirring sermons, sick visits, mar-
riages, somewhat outspoken Federalist views, and noteworthy pastoral
devotion began to wear thin with a newer generation who began to be-
lieve skin color was an impediment to real excellence in the pulpit, and
so Haynes graciously withdrew from the congregation he had served
for so long rather than allowing himself to be asked to step aside.

The jury is still out on whether changing times, politics, creed or
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race, or a grand mixture of all these factors brought an end to Haynes’s
thirty-year pastorate, but Haynes certainly thought that race had some-
thing to do with it.
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 By the second decade of the nineteenth century a
full generation separated free northern blacks from slavery and whites
from their earlier perceptions of slavery. New England offered free
colored people a basic life, with few “white” social freedoms, at best a
degraded life; but many whites were satisfied to tolerate this debase-
ment because they did not honestly believe the races should mix.
Haynes had always been a man of outspoken conviction, even entering
into the national political disputes of the day. Such outspokenness and
willingness to wade into the turbulent political scene undoubtedly made
him seem a rather uppity black to the younger generation. That is, the
reverend was acting as only whites were supposed to act. After his dis-
missal in 1818, Haynes related to an acquaintance, with a wry sense of
humor, that “the congregation had just then discovered that he was a
colored man.”
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 Some years later he is alleged to have observed that his
congregation thought “they would appear more respectable with a white
pastor than a black one.”
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 It is reasonable to conclude that the move by
Haynes’ congregation to dismiss him had racial overtones, at the least.

The last incident exemplifying the play of racism in antebellum Ver-
mont involves an early sojourn of Frederick Douglass to Vermont. In
the summer of 1843 Douglass was travelling in Vermont by stagecoach.
The stage stopped one night along the way and took on five new pas-
sengers, and because it was dark none of the new fares had any idea of
the color of the passenger, Mr. Douglass, already on board. As the con-
versation went on during the ride Douglass “was treated with all man-
ner of respect. . . . Scarcely however had the light gilded the green
mountains of Vermont than he saw one of the chaps in the coach take a
sly peep at him, and whisper to another ‘Egad after all ’tis a nigger’. . . .
He had black looks for the remainder of the way, and disrespect.”
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 This
may well have happened in July 1843 as Douglass headed for Middle-
bury to participate in his first One Hundred Conventions being spon-
sored by the New England Anti-Slavery Society. The stagecoach epi-
sode was nothing new to Douglass; several times he had been forced
from public rail transportation in Massachusetts. Once, when he in-
quired of the conductor urging him to vacate why he must leave the
nearly empty first-class car for the “negro car,” he was told pointblank,
“because you are black.” The conductor then summoned eight to ten as-
sistants to remove Douglass and one cried out “Snake out the d—d nig-
ger!” Douglass held onto the seat so tightly as he was physically re-
moved that both he and the seat, which was ripped out from the floor
boards, were thrown off the train and onto the station platform.
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The Middlebury Convention was preceded by handbills spread about
town and advertisements in the local newspapers, one of which de-
scribed Frederick Douglass as “the eloquent fugitive from slavery whose
thrilling narration of his own history and suffering while in bondage
and powerful appeals for his oppressed brethren have accomplished so
much in other states.”
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 Douglass’ recollection of the Middlebury Col-
lege students’ handbills, on the other hand, was that they were a good
deal less genteel. Their posters, placed about town, made “violent as-
persions” on the character of each of the speakers and made the “gross-
est misrepresentations of our principles, measures, and objects.” Douglass
“was described as an escaped convict from the state prison.”

When only six or eight people showed up on the morning of July 13,
1843, for the first lecture, Douglass strode out of the Town-Room,
headed “to the corners of the streets [to] give notice of the Convention,
and endeavor to bring people in.”
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 In the evening a larger audience at-
tended, but still very few local professed abolitionists, and fewer still
from the surrounding country. In fact, a limited number of Middle-
bury’s most respected people were in attendance; the audience included
a number of idle boys looking for a show.

On the last evening there was a bit of a row as many of those who
came wanted to hear Mr. Douglass’s narrative of how he learned to read
and write. A grand curiosity on this point seemed to be frustrated when
Rev. George Bradburn droned on and on past 9:30 

 

P

 

.

 

M

 

. railing against the
church and the clergy. The young, back row benchers threw buckshot and
gravel at the podium, at least three eggs flew in the same direction, sending
a message to Bradburn to sit down, but also indicating that some in the au-
dience came prepared for a possible disruption. The news report said “the
disturbance was made by minors” and speculated hopefully that “the day of
mobs has, we trust, gone by in Vermont, and especially in Middlebury.”
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The stridency of the convention speakers’ attacks was clearly not ap-
preciated. Bradburn, an abolitionist from Attleboro, Massachusetts,
called the clergy a “race of corrupt hypocrites” and claimed that by
common law “the clergy as a body were guilty of Murder and Rob-
bery.” A Universalist clergyman named Mr. Knapen questioned the va-
lidity of these statements from the floor, but unrelenting, Bradburn as-
serted that the “northern Universalists . . . were the most brazen faced
hypocrites of the whole gang.”

 

47 He then denounced the Constitution
and the Congress and made a “desperate lunge at the Supreme Court,”
expostulating that “they were all a dishonest gang led on by the blind
Spirit of Slavery.” The news reports expressed dissatisfaction with the
lecturers, dubbing them “infuriated disorganizers” who were bent upon
destroying the political parties, reviling the clergy, leveling the “pillars
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of the Constitution,” and dissolving the Union, unless they were imme-
diately granted their way. Though the Vermont newspapers did not di-
rectly attack Frederick Douglass, his speeches “rankled antebellum
northern whites because he was both an abolitionist and a black,” and
he was at times in various venues called a “saucy negro,” “an imperti-
nent black vagabond,” or just “nigger Douglass.”48 In general, the
speakers’ approach to their subject was adjudged far too harsh, unjustly
critical of the churches, the clergy, and the whole nation, for Middlebury
hearts and minds. In order to accomplish what the antislavery advocates in-
tended, “to melt the chains from the hands of the bondsmen, and let the op-
pressed go free,” these abolitionists were advised to “exhibit more candor
in their remarks” and to have more warmth and love in their presentations
and less “of the thunder and lightning of denunciation.”49 Middlebury’s ap-
peal to the lecturers was that they should recognize that the progress of an-
tislavery sentiment in Vermont was advancing and would continue, not
overnight but by “a long and persevering appeal to popular sentiment.”50

The overall review of the Anti-Slavery Convention in Middlebury
was fairly blunt. Newspaper reports confirmed that, after three sessions
on two successive days, few people attended, and very few of those
from the local area who held abolition in some regard.51 The Middle-
bury People’s Press called it a “Convention of Foreign New Light Abo-
litionists.” Though there were moments during the two days when
“powerful eloquence” illuminated a “laudable kind of discussion,” the
editor said, the speakers all too often

relapsed into the most violent denunciations, and bitter invectives
against politicians, priests, and all civil, ecclesiastical and benevolent
institutions of the country, which should be prostrated unless they
would give free course to the mighty carriage of abolitionism which
was rolling through the land, and if found antagonist would crush
them to a powder.52

Even Douglass’ own assessment was none too rosy, and it stands as
an affirmation of the depth of underlying racism that permeated ante-
bellum Vermont. The great black abolitionist observed that “few people
attended our meeting, and apparently little was accomplished by it.”
Moreover, “upon the whole . . . the several towns visited showed that
Vermont was surprisingly under the influence of the slave power. Her
proud boast that within her borders no slave had ever been delivered up
to his master, did not hinder her hatred to anti-slavery.”53
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